COMPANY PROFILE
Our goal and passion is to assist organizations, regardless of the industry, size or location, in achieving and realizing leading
and sustainable security and risk practises which are complementary to it’s overall business startegies.

Security Consultancy
Reviewing, assessing and designing existing and new security systems and plans and providing unbiased and independent
solutions and where practical, reducing security expenditure, while focusing on security management, manpower, technical
security components and security procedures.

IT Forensics
Applying specialist skills, resources and
experience to assist and support organizations
to ensure that appropriate information & IT risk
management structures are in place that are
complimentary to its overall business and
technology strategies.
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Forensic Investigative Services
Providing professional investigative services by
experts in their respective fields. Our expertise includes both commercial and private investigations from small to large
scale and also include IT forensic services. Apart from forensic investigations, through our business associates we are also
experienced in insurance investigations and associated surveillance operations.

Facilities Management Consultancy and Training
Consult with facility/operational managers on a range of concepts to optimize operational efficiencies and cost
containment simultaneously, including the training of facilities and operational managers.

Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Planning
To assist organizations in developing and implementing disaster recovery plans and processes to ensure continuous stability
of operations.

Specialized Security Awareness Training
Providing tailor made training programs for your staff and executives with the primary focus being on general security
awareness and safety, as well as a specialized program for executives focusing on ‘Presence of Mind’.
URM believes in closely aligning ourselves with our clients, at both technical and managerial levels, to seamlessly support
your team, and assist in reaching your objectives.
We are in the fortunate position of having previously gained significant experience within general and highly specialised
security environments, which provides us with the opportunity to add value from the moment we are engaged.
Should you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact me directly on +27 78 446 5253 or herman@unifiedrm.com.

